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Abstract 
We shall summarize r sults from geometric convexity referring to sharp shadow-boundaries 
of convex polytopes (convex bodies) in R a, d t> 2. Such shadow-boundaries arehomeomorphic 
to (r - 1)-spheres and can be represented as intersections of these polytopes (bodies) with 
(d-r)-dimensional supporting fiats forming supporting cylinders or cones, where 
1 ~< r ~< d - 1. The results discussed mainly belong to the combinatorial theory of convex 
polytopes, and it is shown how these statements can be applied to solve problems of a different 
nature (such as covering problems, the description of projection functions, etc.) 
O. Introduction 
Let R d (d >t 2) denote the Euclidean vector space of dimension d and K d the set of 
convex bodies, i.e. of compact, convex subsets of R a having interior points. 
If Q is an arbitrary linear subspace of R a being r-dimensional with 1 ~< r ~< d - 1, 
then one might consider the union of all (d -  r)-dimensional supporting flats of 
K ~ K d which are totally orthogonal to Q. This union forms the supporting cylinder 
C(K, Q) of K with respect o Q. We shall say that 
S(K, Q):= C(K, Q)c~K 
is the shadow-boundary of order r of K E K a regarding Q. In particular, S(K, Q) is 
called a sharp shadow-boundary if the intersection of K and each supporting fiat from 
C(K, Q) is precisely one point. (Otherwise, S(K, Q) is said to be non-sharp.) Clearly, 
a sharp shadow-boundary of order r is homeomorphic to an (r - 1)-sphere, whereas 
non-sharp shadow-boundaries of order r in general need not contain subsets homeo- 
morphic to (r - 1)-spheres, cf. [14, p. 33]. 
We will include a survey on (mainly combinatorial) results around (sharp) shadow- 
boundaries of convex bodies and, particularly, polytopes. One aim is to show that 
several properties of these shadow-boundaries are helpful resources for solving vari- 
ous mathematical problems. 
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1. Combinatorial statements on convex polytopes 
If K ~ K d is the convex hull of a finite point set, then it is called a convex d-polytope. 
Let pd denote the set of all convex d-polytopes (for general background and usual 
notation we refer to the book of Griinbaum [36]). In particular, for the (d - 1)-faces, 
1-faces, and 0-faces of a polytope P ~ pd we shall use the common terms facets, edges, 
and vertices, respectively. The boundary of P ~ pd is denoted by bd P. The balls and 
spheres considered in the following are piecewise linear. 
1.1. Sharp shadow-boundaries of order d - 1 
Our first question refers to upper and lower bounds on the number ap of sharp 
shadow-boundaries of convex d-polytopes which are homeomorphic to (d -  2)- 
spheres. It turns out that the quantity ap(P) directly depends on the number m and the 
position of the non-oriented facet normals of P ~ pd. (Obviously, one has [~] ~< m ~< n 
regarding the facet number n of P.) Martini [64] showed that 
d -~(  ) m  -- 1 
2d-2(m -- d + 2) ~< ap(m, d) <~ E 
i=o i ' 
with equality at the left-hand side exactly for (d - 2)-fold prisms and at the right-hand 
side if and only if each d-tuple of facet normals is linearly independent. Thus, the 
global lower bound 2 d- 1 over pd is characteristic for the class of d-parallelotopes. 
The notion of sharp shadow-boundaries of order d -  1 suggests the following 
generalization: letx ~ R d be a point outside ofP ~ pd. The intersection ofP and the set 
of its supporting lines through x is the shadow-boundary of P with respect to x, and it 
is again sharp if it is homeomorphic to a (d - 2)-sphere. Hence, from the parallel 
illumination of P we turn to the central illumination. This will be our concept for the 
further statements in Section 1, and also later we will have to turn back to this notion 
several times. In this context at(n, d) stands for the number of sharp shadow-bound- 
aries of P ~ pd with n facets. 
The following upper bound on at(n, d) over pd was given by Kleinschmidt-Pachner 
[51], the corresponding lower one by Makai-Martini [60]: 
• 
~<~(nT1 ) .  
Equality occurs if and only if P e pd is a (d - 2)-fold pyramid over a plane convex 
(n - d + 2)-gon (left-hand side) and precisely if no d + 1 facet hyperplanes ofP have 
a common point, in the projective sense (right-hand side). In addition, the equality 
a~(P) = a¢(P) is characteristic for d-simplices in pd. 
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Extensions to non-compact polyhedral sets were considered by Makai-Martini 
[60], too. Estimates in terms of quantities different from m and n are not known to the 
author. 
All the given estimates can be dually interpreted, namely in terms of suitable 
hyperplane separations ofthe vertex set of polytopes. In particular, covering the whole 
(d - 2)-skeleton (i.e. the subcomplex of bd P consisting of all (d - 2)-faces) of P ~ pd 
with sharp shadow-boundaries s combinatorially the same as dually intersecting all 
edges of a polar polytope by hyperplanes not meeting vertices. For the d-cube the 
latter was investigated by O'Neil [68], for centrally symmetric polyhedra by Griin- 
baum [38]; an extension to arbitrary convex polytopes was stimulated by Grtinbaum 
[37]. Barnette [2] gave a general lower bound for the number for hyperplanes cutting 
every edge and missing each vertex of convex d-polytopes, and Katchalski [45] 
derived a combinatorial characterization of all convex 3-polytopes for which two 
planes are enough. For further esults in this direction and generalizations a well as 
interesting applications with regard to submanifolds of boundary complexes of 
polytopes ee [69-71, 25, Section III.5]. 
With respect to shellability of boundary complexes of polytopes from Pn (see [25, 
Section II.6] and [3, Section 2] for applications of this property) sharp shadow- 
boundaries play an important role as relative boundaries of shellable (d - 1)-balls in 
bd P [50]; further, they are interesting as unknotted subspheres ofbd P in view of the 
'Schoenflies problem', cf. [70, 25, Section III.2]. 
Let S be an arbitrary subcomplex of the boundary complex of P ~ pal, homeomor- 
phic to a (d-2)-sphere. If there exists a polytope P', being combinatorially 
isomorphic to P and, in each case, having the corresponding subcomplex S' as 
sharp shadow-boundary, then P is said to have the universal shadow-boundary 
property (usb). Barnette [1] showed that each P e p3 has the usb, and Shephard 
[86] used the known technique of Gale diagrams (cf. [36]) to prove the same for 
every P ~ pd with ~<d + 2 vertices and to show the existence of counterexamples for
each vertex number ~>d + 3 if d ~> 4. On that base Kleinschmidt [50] proved the 
convex realizability of (d - 1)-spheres with d + 3 vertices ('Steinitz problem', cf. [25, 
Section II). 
Kleinschmidt-Pachner [51] gave the analogue to Shephard's result for convex 
d-polytopes with ~<d + 2 facets, also determining the number and the topological 
types of all appearing sharp shadow-boundaries. 
Coming back to the total number of sharp shadow-boundaries of polytopes P ~ pal, 
we should also mention algorithmical treatments. For central illumination this num- 
ber equals just the number of d-cells in the arrangement A of the facet hyperplanes 
of P in the projective augmentation of R d, and for parallel illumination one has to 
count the (d -  1)-cells in the projective (d -  1)-arrangement generated by Ac~H~ 
(Ho~ ... hyperplane at infinity). Thus, well-known approaches of Bieri-Nef [5] and 
Edelsbrunner et al. [23] (see also [22], Ch. 7) can be used for getting the respective 
numbers algorithmically, if the polytope P E pal, e.g., is given by a rational n × d matrix 
B and a rational n-vector b such that P = {x ~ Ral Bx <~ b}. 
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Furthermore, it should be mentioned that ap(P) is half the vertex number of the 
projection body HP of P, which is a d-zonotope having the brightness function of P as 
its support function restricted to the unit (d - 1)-sphere, see [82]. (The brightness of 
K e K d in direction u is the (d - 1)-volume of the orthogonal projection of K onto 
some hyperplane normal to u.) 
Questions of the following type have a strong connection to sharp shadow-bound- 
aries, too: Consider the orthogonal image of P ~ pa within some hyperplane H. For 
examples P ~ p3 with n vertices one gets a polygon with f (P,  H) vertices. What can be 
said about 
f(n) = min max f(P, H), 9(n) = max min f(P, H) 
P H P H 
for each n (cf. the discussion of Croft et al. [18, B 10])? On the other hand, K ~ K a is 
a simplex if and only if each orthogonal projection has ~< d + 1 extreme points (see 
[8]). What about related characterizations of further polytope classes? For further 
results and problems in that direction, together with dual questions (concerning 
polyhedral sections), the reader is referred to Klee [46, 47], Shephard [85], Buch- 
man-Valentine [13], and Gruber-Schneider [33, problem no. 77]. 
1.2. Sharp shadow-boundaries of order 1 
The vertices xi, xj of P ~ pd are called strictly antipodal if there are different parallel 
supporting hyperplanes H', H" of P with {xi} = P n H', {x j} = P n H". This concept is 
due to Klee (cf. [36, p. 420]) and equivalent o that of sharp shadow-boundaries of 
order 1 for polytopes. Further on, we denote by sa(n, d) the number of strictly 
antipodal vertex pairs of P ~ pd having n vertices. It is well-known that sa(n, d) is half 
the vertex number of the difference body P + ( - P) of P [35]. The following lower 
bounds on sa(n, d) are known. (Here I'x] and LxJ denote the smallest resp. largest 
integer /> x and ~< x, respectively.) 
d= 2: min {sa(n, 2)}= ln22J (except for the triangle). 
d=3:  min{sa(n, 3 )}=6 fo rn=4,5 ,7 ,9 ,  
min{sa(n, 3)} =I2]  otherwise, 
cf. [67] and, for alternate proofs, [62, 91]. 
d > 3: min{sa(d + 1, d)} = d(d + 1) 
2 ' 
min{sa(n,d)}~>3(d-1)  for d + 2 <. n <~ 2d-  2, 
min {sa(2d - 1, d)} -- 3(d - 1), 
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min{sa(n,d)}=2d for oddnwi th2d+l~<n~<4d-1 ,  
min{sa(n,d)} =[2] otherwise, 
see [61, 88, 62, 91]. Soltan-Nguen [89] also gave the global lower bound sa(P) >~ d 
over pa, with equality only for cross-polytopes with affine regularity. 
Turning to upper bounds, we have the following results. 
d = 2: max{sa(n, 2)} = n, 
cf. [35, 88]. 
d = 3: ~ max{sa(n, 3)} ~< ~ n 2, 
see [61] and for an earlier result, [35, 36]. 
d>3:1  1.0044aj-~--0(1)~<max{sa(n,d)}~< 1 2 n- 1 2 '  
see [61], containing also better estimates to the lower bound (which are not so easy to 
describe) and the conjecture 
n 3 
max{sa(n, 3)} = ~- + 0(1). 
To the author's knowledge, no algorithms are published referring to the numbers 
sa(P) for P E pa, d >~ 3. However, the said relation to the difference body P + ( - P) 
and therefore to the width function of P is a motivation to mention here a paper of 
Houle-Toussaint [42]. 
An interesting discussion on more subjects related to strict antipodality (such as 
'non-strict' antipodality, see also [61]) is given by [36, Section 19.3]. 
1.3. Sharp shadow-boundaries o f order r with 1 < r < d - 1 
Obviously, now our considerations refer to R a with d ~> 4. The author does not 
know references containing a systematic study of sharp shadow-boundaries of poly- 
topes P ~ pa having order r strictly between 1 and d -  1. However, these subcom- 
plexes of bd P can be used for the study of projection functions of d-polytopes with 
respect o r-dimensional subspaces from the compact Grassmannian manifold L~. 
By means of a suitable generalization of the notion of convexity with respect o 
Grassmann cones, Busemann et al. [14] showed that there exist convex d-polytopes 
(d > 3) with d + 2 vertices and non-convex projection functions for each r strictly 
between 1 and d -  1. They described necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the convexity property in terms of (r - 1)-dimensional shadow-boundaries of these 
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polytopes (see also [15]). For d-simplices these projection functions are convex 
but not totally convex if r = d -  2; and for 1 < r < d -  2 they are not convex, 
cf. [84]. 
By looking at sharp shadow-boundaries, Filliman [28] proved that the men- 
tioned projection functions for polytopes from pd can be viewed as locally linear 
functions on the Grassmannian manifold L d. In particular, -dimensional orthogonal 
projections of P ~ pd having maximal r-measure are attained if the corresponding 
shadow-boundary is sharp [28, Theorem 10]. This can be used for a detailed study of 
orthogonal r-projections of special d-polytopes having extremal r-measures, ee e.g. 
[27, 29]. 
However, the search for a general algorithmical pproach to the r-projections of 
convex-d-polytopes with optimal r-measures (1 < r < d - 1) seems to be an unsolved, 
interesting task. With respect to the maxima, it is almost sure that one has to look for 
algorithms according to the description of sharp shadow-boundaries. (For r = 1 one 
has the diameter of P e pal, the case r = d - 1 (optimal brightness) was investigated by 
Martini-Weissbach [65] and McKenna-Seidel [66].) 
2. Shadow-boundaries of general convex bodies 
Though most of the problems discussed in this section are not combinatorial in
nature, we shall briefly present hem (for the sake of completeness). Background 
material on convex bodies in general can be found, e.g., in [11, 57]. 
2.1. Combinatorial geometry 
Here our starting point is the famous covering problem of Levi [58] and Hadwiger 
[39]: Let h(K) be the smallest number such that K E K a can be covered by h(K) 
smaller homothetical copies of itself. Conjecture: h(K) <~ 2 d for all K ~ K a, with 
equality if and only if K is a d-parallelotope. For the recent state and interesting 
extensions cf. the surveys in [10, Section VI; 56], Croft et al. [18, D 17; 4]. The 
problem is completely solved only in the plane! A solution for a large subset of K 3, 
namely for centrally symmetric bodies, was given by Lassak [55]. For further partial 
results we refer to the surveys above. 
Boltyanskii [9] showed that the covering problem is equivalent to the following 
illumination problem: What is the smallest number l(K) of light sources outside of 
K ~ K d to illuminate bdK? More precisely, Boltyanskii proved l(K) = h(K) for each 
K ~ K d. (A boundary point y of K is said to be illuminated from x¢K if the line 
through x and y is meeting the interior of K, where the open segment (x, y) is disjoint 
from K.) 
Thus, if K, e.g., is a centrally symmetric polytope for which two oppositely directed 
parallel illuminations generate the same sharp shadow-boundary, then in bd K only 
this shadow-boundary is not illuminated. Hence for this case the Hadwiger conjecture 
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0 s =0, 
i=1  
where ½ h(P) ~< 2 d- 1 with equality precisely for d-parallelotopes. (The example of 
a d-parallelotope with a pair of opposite vertices cut off shows that for the set of 
non-para l le lo topes  2 d- 1 _ 1 cannot be reduced.) 
The illumination method was used by several authors to obtain results to this 
covering problem, see e.g. [83]. Not only this paper demonstrates that suitable results 
in this direction allow some progress with respect o the famous partition problem of 
Borsuk, cf. [18, D 14] and the references given there. The restriction of this problem to 
convex bodies asks for the smallest number b(K) such that any K ~ K d of diameter 
1 can be partitioned into b(K) pieces, of diameter < 1 in each case. The conjecture is
b(K) = d + 1 for all K. 
Recently, Dekster [21] confirmed the Borsuk conjecture for all convex bodies 
having a shadow-boundary S of the following type: Every supporting line parallel to 
the respective illumination direction contains a regular boundary point of K. The 
basis of the proof is a property of bodies of constant width w: Let S be a shadow- 
boundary of such a body consisting only of regular boundary points. Then for each 
Xa e S the unique antipodal point x2 (determined by dist(x~, x2) = w) belongs to S, 
too. In other words, S is a so-called 2-transnormal manifold, see Chakerian-Groemer 
[16, p. 84]. 
We finish this section with the remark that shadow-boundaries of order 1 yield 
interesting questions of combinatorial geometry, too. Examples are contained in the 
following contributions: Danzer-Grtinbaum [19], Griinbaum [35] as well as the 
interesting discussion of Griinbaum [36, Section 19.3]. 
2.2. Characterizations of special classes of convex bodies 
A far-reaching result in this direction is the known Blaschke-Marchaud character- 
ization of d-ellipsoids in K d by plane shadow-boundaries: If for every direction there is 
a hyperplane H such that the corresponding shadow-boundary contains Hc~bdK, 
then K e K a is an ellipsoid (for regular convex bodies with regular boundary points 
see [7], the general version is due to Marchaud [-63]). This yields interesting applica- 
tions: A normed space is Euclidean if orthogonality is symmetric ( f. [-7, 6]) or if for 
every k-dimensional subspace (k/> 2, closed in infinite dimensions) there is a projec- 
tion of norm 1 onto this subspace (Kakutani [44] for finite, Bruck [12] for infinite 
dimensions). More references can be found in [11, No. 70; 30, 32, 41]. 
For the role of shadow-boundaries n affine differential geometry we refer, e.g., to 
Lenz [59], Schneider [76], and Simon [-87, pp. 53-54], especially in view of their 
description as geodesics of suitable linear connections. Here we also mention papers of 
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Pamfilos [72-75], mainly devoted to ball characterizations by means of generaliz- 
ations of the planarity of shadow-boundaries (e.g. considering them for central 
illumination and as 'curves' of constant geodesic urvature). Recently, Charitos [7] 
proved that a C ~° compact and strictly convex surface in Euclidean and hyperbolic 
3-space with all its shadow-boundaries being congruent is necessarily a 2-sphere. It 
should be checked how far one can weaken these strong conditions for getting the 
same characterization in R d. Of course, demanding congruence only for the (partial) 
set of all sharp shadow-boundaries of K e K d is not sufficient; the d-cube and other 
polytopes then satisfy this, too. We refer here to the discussion on equiprojective 
polytopes due to Shephard [85] and Croft et al. [18, B 10]. 
Using the notion of illumination of Boltyanskii [9] (cf. here under Section 2.1), 
Schneider [77] obtained a characterization f central symmetry: If that part of bd K, 
which is illuminated by a direction u, has the same surface area as that illuminated by 
-u ,  then the corresponding shadow-boundary is said to be bisecting bdK. Each 
shadow-boundary bisects bd K if and only if K ~ K d is centrally symmetric. 
Let a(K) denote the average measure of the shadow-boundaries of K ~ K ~ with 
d/> 3 (for the detailed definition see [90]), and b(K) shall stand for the average 
measure of the relative boundaries of the orthogonal projections of K onto hyper- 
planes. It is easy to show that 
a(P) do~a 
b(P) - no~_ 1 
for each P ~ pd, with cok presenting the k-volume of the unit k-ball. Steenaerts [90] 
proved that each K E K d (d >i 3) with smooth boundary satisfies 
1 <~ a(K) <~ d(.o,~ 
b(K) nogd- 1' 
letting open the characterization f those bodies which satisfy (besides the polytopes) the 
upper bound; balls satisfy the lower bound, see also problem 50 of McMullen in [33]. 
Further, Steenaerts remarks that the analogous problem for shadow-boundaries of order 
2 (d i> 4) can be similarly solved, without smoothness a sumptions and analogously with 
constancy of the functional a(P)/b(P) for polytopes P ~ pd (cf. also [40]). 
An interesting question regarding the constancy of the lengths of all shadow- 
boundaries of K ~ K 3 was posed by Schneider (problem 78 in [33]). 
A paper of Debrunner-Mani [20] also refers to relations between shadow-bound- 
aries and their orthogonal projections (for further eferences see MR 91k: 52003). It 
concludes with various questions possibly leading to characterizations of interesting 
body classes. 
2.3. Boundary structure of convex bodies 
Results on the boundary structure of convex bodies in R a are summarized in two 
surveys by Schneider [80, 81], and those with relations to shadow-boundaries are 
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cited in Sections 3 and 1 of these papers, respectively. In particular, let U(K) be that 
subset of the unit (d - 1)-sphere which consists of unit vectors parallel to a segment in 
bdK (i.e. corresponding to a non-sharp shadow-boundary of K e Kd). Ewald et al. 
[-26] proved that U(K) is of a-finite (d - 2)-dimensional Hausdorff measure. For 
generalizations and interesting interpretations see 1-24, 48, 52-54, 92, 43, 78, 79]. 
Surprising results were also obtained in terms of Baire category (cf. the recent 
surveys of Zamfirescu [94] and Gruber [31]). In contrast o the measure-theoretic 
results of Steenaerts [90] (see the previous ection), Gruber-Sorger 1-34] showed that 
a shadow-boundary of order d - 1 (typical in the sense of Baire categories) under 
parallel illumination has infinite (d - 2)-dimensional Hausdorff measure while still 
having Hausdorff dimension d - 2. For shadow-boundaries of other orders we refer 
to Zamfirescu 1-93]. With respect o central illumination Zamfirescu [95] confirmed 
that shadow-boundaries are mostly not contained in hyperplanes. A related result 
regarding r-dimensional subspaces, with 2 ~< r <~ d - 1, was obtained by Gruber [31, 
Section 10]. 
Note added in proof 
The results of Steenaerts 1-90] (see Section 2.2) were generalized by Larman-Mani 
[96] to shadow-boundaries of arbitrary order r. 
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